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The Digital Engineering Revolution - What and Why Now?

• The What

• Leveraging digital technologies to make informed, timely decisions to 
assure dominance in the marketplace

• Why Now?

• Astonishing rise in data volumes, computational power, and global connectivity 

• The rapid emergence of analytics, machine learning, and business-intelligence 

capabilities 

• Cross-cutting applications across all industries, not just A&D

• New forms of human-machine interaction such as touch interfaces and 

augmented-reality

• Improvements in transferring digital instructions to the physical world, such as 

augmented reality, advanced robotics, 3-D printing, and autonomous control

The Revolutionary Idea Separating the Future from the Past is the 
Collaborative use of Knowledge to Master Risk at the Speed of Relevance



Convergence of the Rapid Expansion of 
Digital Engineering Enablers
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DoD Digital Engineering Strategic Guidance (June 2018)

1. Formalize the development, integration, and use of 

models to inform enterprise and program decision 

making

2. Provide an enduring, authoritative source of truth

3. Incorporate technological innovation to improve the 

engineering practice

4. Establish a supporting infrastructure and 

environment to perform activities, collaborate and 

communicate across stakeholders

5. Transform the culture and work

DoD defines Digital Engineering as an integrated digital approach that uses 
authoritative sources of system data and models as a continuum across disciplines to 

support lifecycle activities from concept through disposal



Digital System Model – the Organizing Taxonomy

• The Digital System Model is a digital 
representation of a system, generated by all 
stakeholders that integrates authoritative 
technical data and associated artifacts which 
define all aspects of the system for specific 
activities throughout the lifecycle. 

• Provides the “What” for Digital Engineering
• What Stakeholder equities?

• What processes?

• What data, models, truth sources, artifacts, etc?

• What standards?

• What Governance?

• What Pedigree, Provenance, and Curation of 
models?

• Shapes the Digital Engineering Ecosystem

The interconnected infrastructure, environment, 
and methodology (process, methods, and tools) 

used to store, access, analyze, and visualize 
evolving systems' data and models to address the 

needs of the stakeholders.
Defense Acquisition Guide

Digital Engineering Ecosystem



Digital Thread – Knowledge Creation and Communications Architecture

The Digital Thread is the lifecycle architecture for supporting the development, management, and 

communication of enduring, digital authoritative truth sources encompassing all knowledge flows by 

providing the capability to access, integrate, and transform disparate data into actionable information.

Better Ideation, Realization, and Utilization

Using physics-based  

authoritative digital 

surrogates as the 

technical description 

of  the system

Including digital artifacts of  

the system, state of  the 

system, tools, processes, 

and related knowledge to 

inform decisions

Quantifying risk at critical 

decisions as well as 

inferring best course of  

action to master risk

Using as-built, as operated, 

as sustained data to 

maximize utilization and to 

increase knowledge 



Digital Tapestry for Enhanced Production
Better Realization Enabled by the Digital Thread
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D. Kinard “F-35 Digital Thread and 
Advanced Manufacturing” AIAA 2018 
Aviation Technology, Integration, and 
Operations Conference  June 25-29, 2018, 
Atlanta, Georgia 
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Digital Twin
Designed interplay between virtual and physical systems 

to assure dominance in the marketplace

Digital Twin consists of three parts: physical product, virtual product, and bi-
directional connected data that tie the physical and virtual product together



Where Does Your 
Enterprise Expect to 

Produce the Most 
Value and Benefits 

Implementing 
Digital Engineering?

• Better Products?
• Time to Market?
• Lower Costs?
• Efficient Production?
• Business Analytics?
• Market Share?
• Customer Knowledge?
• All of the Above?

Need to Identify a Value Model 
for Targeted Benefits Before 

You Start the Journey



Changing Paradigm 
Digital Engineering Enabled Systems Engineering

Moving From a Design-Build-Test-Fix Paradigm

Problem Based 
Transformation

Innovation
Based 

Tranformation

Need to Think Digitally, Not Digitized 

Model-Based Processes

Continuous Digital Intelligence

Authoritative Decisioning

Performance Based SE Metrics Virtual / Automated T&E

Authoritative Truth Sources



Is Your Enterprise 
Culturally Ready for 

the Digital 
Engineering 

Transformation?

• Paradigm shift from linear paper-
driven processes to model-enabled 
digital processes

• Interconnected functional groups 
using the same authoritative truth 
sources

• Training in new skills like uncertainty 
quantification, artificial intelligence, 
etc.

• …

Cultural challenges are likely the 
largest impediment to a Digital 

Engineering Transformation



Modeling – As Is
• Individual functional silos – no integration 

across domains, phases, and programs
• OEM Proprietary Models
• Pedigree – no standards for model 

maturity level 
• Models not curated - results locally 

archived
• No disciplined connectivity to decision 

making process
• Models are deterministic, difficult to 

implement probabilistic analyses of 
uncertainty and risks to support decision 
making

• VV&A non-uniformly applied
• SME Judgement based on isolated 

comparisons with test data
• Accreditation – paper driven 

administrative burden, can be outdated 
over the life of a system
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Modeling – To Be

“… if analytics does not lead to more informed 
decisions and more effective actions, then why 

do it at all?" ― Mike Gualtieri, Forrester

• Same initial modeling exercise converted to 
Authoritative Digital Surrogate Response 
Surface Model (RSM) enabling sensitivity 
analyses

• V&V overtaken by dynamic Gaussian 
calibration of the RSM with higher fidelity 
models, test data, operational data, machine 
learning – at any instance the best digital  
surrogate for the system of interest

• RSM structure easily transferrable across 
functional silos enabling a modeling commons

• Stochastic nature of the RSM supports 
quantifying margins and uncertainties – the 
cornerstone of risk informed decision analytics

• Authoritative Digital Surrogates used to project 
the best course of action to meet requirements 
– the mastery of risk

• Inherent digital structure conducive to 
automating many of the processes

Authoritative Decisioning
The Focal Point for Digital Engineering



Where does your 
enterprise lie on the 
Digital Engineering  
maturity spectrum?
Where would you 

like it to be? Digital Engineering 
Transformation Will Touch Every 

Part of Your Enterprise –
Requires Leadership Commitment 

and Staying the Course



Questions?

Contact
Dr. Ed Kraft

Edmkraft@hotmail.com
931.434.2302
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